ABSTRACT. This paper deals with a generalization of the Binary Quasi-Order Theorem. This generalization involves a more complicated algorithm than (0.2)t. 
O. INTRODUCTION
In [HP3] the authors gave an algorithm for computing the quasi-order of 2 mod b for any udd number b. Here we understand the quasi-order of t mod b, where b,t are mutually prime positive integers, to be the smallest integer k such that t k: +l modulo b. The algorithm, which also determined whether tk +I or tk -I, was based on a procedure for olding arbitrarily good approximations to regular star polygons (with b sldes) from straight strips of paper, developed in [HP1,2].
All the number-theoretical work which accompanied the evolution of the algurithm in [HP1,2,3] suggested that it should be possible to generalize the algorithm rom the case of t 2 to the case of a general positive integer; all that should be lost would be the original geometrical significance. However, the generalization propused and studled in [HP4] (ii) if t is even, the set of intecers{qb+a, < q <-i; qb-a, < q <} contains precisely one integer divisible by t.
Proof We will be content to prove case (i). By Lemma [5] .
